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Abstract. When searching for interesting structures in graphs, it is of-
ten important to take into account not only the graph connectivity, but
also the metadata available, such as node and edge labels, or tempo-
ral information. In this paper we are interested in settings where such
metadata is used to define a similarity between edges. We consider the
problem of finding subgraphs that are dense and whose edges are similar
to each other with respect to a given similarity function. Depending on
the application, this function can be, for example, the Jaccard similar-
ity between the edge label sets, or the temporal correlation of the edge
occurrences in a temporal graph.
We formulate a Lagrangian relaxation-based optimization problem to
search for dense subgraphs with high pairwise edge similarity. We de-
sign a novel algorithm to solve the problem through parametric min-
cut [15, 17], and provide an efficient search scheme to iterate through
the values of the Lagrangian multipliers. Our study is complemented by
an evaluation on real-world datasets, which demonstrates the usefulness
and efficiency of the proposed approach.

1 Introduction

Searching for densely-connected structures in graphs is a task with numerous
applications [1, 7, 10, 23] and extensive theoretical work [4, 16, 19]. A densely-
connected subset of nodes may represent a community in a social network, a set
of interacting proteins, or a group of related entities in a knowledge base. Given
the relevance of the problem in different applications, a number of measures
have been used to capture graph density, including average degree [19], quasi-
cliques [23], and k-clique subgraphs [22].

Often, however, real-world graphs have attributes associated with their edges,
which describe how nodes are related with each other. This is common in so-
cial networks, where we can distinguish multiple types of relationships between
individuals (friends, family, class-mates, work, etc.), as well as several types of
interactions (likes, messages, and comments). Similarly, a communication net-
work records information that describes the communication patterns between
its nodes, the volume of data exchanged between two nodes, or the level of
congestion at a given link, as a function of time.
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Fig. 1. (a) Input graphG with edge labels; (b) subgraphGB of users B = {x, y, z, w, u},
where each edge pair shares 3 out of 4 labels; (c) clique GC of users C = {u, v, p, q},
where each edge pair shares 2 out of 3 labels.

Incorporating this rich information into standard graph-mining tasks, such
as dense-subgraph mining, can provide a better understanding of the graph,
and enable the discovery of clear, cohesive, and homogeneous groups and pat-
terns [14]. For instance, a group of hashtags that form a dense subgraph in the
Twitter’s hashtag co-occurence network becomes more meaningful for a social
scientist if those hashtags are also correlated in time, as they likely indicate a
recurrent topic of discussion, or an emerging trend.

In this paper, we study a general graph-mining problem where the input is
a graph G = (V,E) and a function s : E × E → R≥0 that measures similarity
between pairs of edges. We do not restrict the choice of edge similarity s, meaning
that it can be defined using any type of information that is available about the
edges. For example, for a graph with edge labels, the similarity of two edges can
be defined as the Jaccard similarity between their label sets, while for a temporal
graph, where edges are active in some timestamps and inactive in others, the
similarity can be defined as the temporal correlation between the edge time
series. Given a similarity function, we are interested in finding dense subgraphs
whose edges are similar to each other. Consider the following example.

Example. As a toy example, Figure 1(a) illustrates a portion of a social network,
where a set of labels is available for each connection, describing the topics on
which the two users have interacted with each other. Figures 1(b) and 1(c)
highlight two dense subgraphs GB and GC , represented by the sets of users
B = {x, y, z, w, u} and C = {u, v, p, q}, respectively. The graph GC is denser
than GB (GC is a clique), meaning that the users in C have interacted more.
However, the edges of GB have more labels in common than those of GC (3 out
of 4 per edge pair, versus 2 out of 3), meaning that the users in B share more
topics of interest. This example shows that when multiple metrics of interest are
taken into consideration, some solutions may optimize some of the metrics, while
other solutions may optimize the other metrics. For example, an advertiser may
be interested in finding both tighter groups of users and highly similar groups of
users, because the first ones have more connections and thus they can influence
more other users in the group, while the second ones have more interests in
common and thus they are more likely to like similar products. �
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The previous example brings an interesting trade-off: some subgraphs have
higher density, while other have higher edge similarity. This is a typical situation
in bi-criteria optimization [12]. A common approach to study such problems is by
using a Lagrangian relaxation, i.e., combining the two objectives into a weighted
sum and solving the resulting optimization problem for different weights. We
adopt this approach and combine the density and the edge-similarity of the
subgraph induced by an edge set. Then, we reformulate the problem and design
a novel efficient algorithm to solve the relaxation based on parametric minimum
cut [15, 17]. We explore possible density-similarity trade-offs and provide an
efficient search procedure through the values of the Lagrangian multipliers.

We demonstrate experimentally that our method finds efficiently a set of solu-
tions on real-world datasets. A wide range of the weighting parameter effectively
controls the trade-off between similarity and density. Additionally, we present a
case study where we explore the properties of the discovered subgraphs.

All omitted proofs can be found in the Supplementary Material.

2 Problem Formulation

We consider an undirected graph G = (V,E) with node set V and edge set E.
All our algorithms extend to weighted graphs, but for simplicity of presentation
we discuss the unweighted case. To avoid degenerate cases, we assume that G
has at least 2 edges. We consider subsets of edges and edge-induced subgraphs:

Definition 1 (Edge-induced subgraph). Let G = (V,E) be an undirected
graph and X a subset of edges. The subgraph G(X) = (V (X), X) of G is induced
by X, where V (X) contains all the nodes that are endpoints of edges in X.

We define the density of an edge-induced subgraph as the standard half of
average degree or the number of edges divided by the number of nodes [9, 19]:

Definition 2 (Density). Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) and a set of
edges X ⊆ E, the density of the edge-induced graph G(X) = (V (X), X) is defined
as

D(G(X)) =
1

2

∑
u∈V (X) deg(u)

|V (X)|
=
|X|
|V (X)|

,

where deg(u) denotes the degree of a node u ∈ V . We refer to D(G(X)) as the
density of the set of edges X ⊆ E, and denote it by D(X) = D(G(X)).

We assume that the graph G is equipped with a non-negative edge similarity
function s : E × E → R≥0. We define the total edge similarity of an edge e as
stotal(e,X) =

∑
ei∈X∧e 6=ei s(e, ei). We then define the subgraph edge similarity

of an edge-induced subgraph as half of the average total edge similarity:

Definition 3 (Subgraph edge similarity). The similarity of a set of edges X
with at least 2 edges is defined to be

S(X) =
1

2

∑
e∈X stotal(e,X)

|X|
=

1

|X|
∑

{ei,ej}∈X2

s(ei, ej),
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where X2 is the set of all the unordered pairs of edges in X, i.e., X2 = {{ei, ej} |
ei, ej ∈ X with ei 6= ej}. If |X| ≤ 1, we set S(X) = 0.

In this paper we look for edge-induced subgraphs that have high density and
high subgraph edge similarity. Note that the more common definition of node-
induced subgraphs is not suitable for our problem setting, because a solution to
our problem is not defined by a node set. Indeed, excluding some edges from a
node-induced subgraph may lead to a subgraph, which is less dense, but have
edges more similar to each other.

As shown in Figure 1, there may not exist solutions that optimize the two
objectives at the same time. One possible approach is to search for subgraphs
whose density and subgraph edge similarity exceed given thresholds. However,
setting meaningful thresholds requires domain knowledge, which may be expen-
sive to acquire. Here, we rely on a common approach to cope with bi-criteria
optimization problems, namely to formulate and solve a Lagrangian relaxation:

Problem 1 (dss). Given an undirected graphG = (V,E) with an edge-similarity
function s : E × E → R≥0 and a non-negative real number µ ≥ 0, find a subset
of edges X ⊆ E, that maximizes the objective Oµ(X | µ) = S(X) + µD(X).

3 Proposed Method

We start describing our solution by reformulating the dss problem. The re-
formulation will allow us to use efficient algorithmic techniques. We alter the
dss objective by substituting the density term D with the inverse negated term
−1/D. Without loss of generality, we require that the solution edge set X con-
tains at least one edge. The resulting problem is the following.

Problem 2 (dss-inv). Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) and a non-
negative real number λ ≥ 0, find a subset of edges X ⊆ E, with |X| ≥ 1,
that maximizes the objective Oλ(X | λ) = S(X)− λ/D(X).

For shorthand, we denote −1/D as D̄. We first show that dss can be mapped
to dss-inv, so that optimal solutions for the one problem can be found by
solving the other, with parameters µ and λ appropriatelly chosen. Then, we
focus on solving the dss-inv problem.

Proposition 1. An edge set X∗ is an optimal solution for dss with parameter µ
if and only if X∗ is an optimal solution for dss-inv with λ = D2(X∗)µ.

The mapping provided in Proposition 1 guarantees that a solution to dss
with a parameter µ can be found by solving dss-inv with a corresponding pa-
rameter λ. A drawback is that to construct an dss-inv instance for a given dss
instance with a fixed µ we need to know the density of dss’s solution D(X∗).
However, in general, the Lagrangian multiplier µ is often not known in advance,
and the user needs to experiment with several values and select the setting lead-
ing to an interesting solution. In such cases, arguably, there is no difference
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between experimenting with µ for dss or with λ for dss-inv. Furthermore,
if the value of µ is given, we will show that our solution provides an efficient
framework to explore the solution space of dss-inv for all possible values of λ,
and identify the solutions for the given value of µ.

3.1 Fractional Programming

Following the connection established in the previous section, our goal is therefore
to solve problem dss-inv for a given value of λ. We use the technique of frac-
tional programming, based on the work by Gallo et al. [15]. For completeness, we
review the technique. We first define the fractional programming (fp) problem:

Problem 3 (fp). Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), and edge set functions
F1 : 2E → R and F2 : 2E → R≥0, find a subset of edges X ⊆ E so that

c(X) = F1(X)
F2(X) is maximized.

The following problem, which we call q, is closely related to the fp problem:

Problem 4 (q). Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), edge set functions F1 :
2E → R and F2 : 2E → R≥0, and a real number c ∈ R, find a subset of edges
X ⊆ E so that Q(X | c) = F1(X)− cF2(X) is maximized.

The key result of fractional programming [15] states that:

Proposition 2 (Gallo et al. [15]). A set X∗ is an optimal solution to an
instance of the fp problem with solution value c(X∗), if and only if X∗ is an
optimal solution to the corresponding q problem with c = c(X∗) and Q(X∗ |
c(X∗)) = 0.

Proposition 2 provides the basis for the following iterative algorithm (FP-algo),
which finds a solution to fp by solving a series of instances of q problems [15].

Algorithm FP-algo:

1. Select some X0 ⊆ E. Set c0 ← F1(X0)/F2(X0), and k ← 0.
2. Compute Xk+1 by solving the q problem:

Q(Xk+1 | ck)← max
X⊆E
{F1(X)− ckF2(X)}.

3. If Q(Xk+1 | ck) = 0, then return X∗ ← Xk.
Otherwise, set ck+1 ← F1(Xk+1)/F2(Xk+1), k ← k + 1, and go to Step (2).

It can be shown [15] that the sequence (ck) generated by FP-algo is increasing,
and that if F2 is an integer-valued set function (and we will see that this is our
case), then the number of iterations of FP-algo is bounded by the number of
elements in the underlying set, which in our case is the edgeset E.

We formulate dss-inv as an instance of fp. As dss-inv is parameterized
by λ ≥ 0, we introduce such parameter in fp and set

F1(X | λ) =
∑

{ei,ej}∈X2

s(ei, ej)− λ|V (X)|, and F2(X) = |X|.
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Fig. 2. A graph G (left), and the corresponding flow graph G′ (right) used for solving q
with parametric min-cut techniques, as described in Section 3.2. The edge weights
in G′ are not shown to avoid clutter.

Now, dss-inv becomes an instance of fp and algorithm FP-algo can be ap-
plied. As F2(X) is the number of edges in the solution, the algorithm FP-algo is
guaranteed to halt after solving O(|E|) instances of the q problem.

Each instance of the q problem at Step (2) of FP-algo can be solved efficiently
by a parametric preflow/minimum cut algorithm [15]. The construction of the
flow graph is presented in the next section.

Since we introduced the parameter λ, we need to write the objectives of
fp and q as c(X | λ) and Q(X | c, λ), respectively, but we will omit the
dependency on λ when it is clear. We denote the optimal values of fp and q as
c∗(λ) = c(X∗ | λ) and Q∗(c, λ) = Q(X∗ | c, λ), respectively.

3.2 Parametric MIN-CUT

In this section we show how to solve instances of the q problem by using a
mapping to the min-cut problem. A similar approach has been used, among
others, by Goldberg [16] to solve the densest-subgraph problem.

Let the input of q be a graph G = (V,E) with edge similarity S and pa-
rameters c ∈ R and λ ∈ R≥0. We construct the following directed weighed
network G′ = (U ′, E′, w′). The set U ′ is defined as U ′ = UE ∪UV ∪{s, t}, where
UE = {ue | e ∈ E} contains a node ue for each edge e ∈ E, UV = {uv | v ∈ V }
contains a node uv for each node v ∈ V , and the nodes s and t are addi-
tional source and sink nodes. The nodes in UE are pairwise connected by bi-
directional edges (ue, ud) with weight 1

2S(e, d), whereas the nodes in UV are not
connected to each other. Additionally, there is a directed edge (ue, uv) for each
v ∈ V that is an endpoint of e ∈ E with weight w′(ue, uv) = +∞. Finally,
the source s is connected to all the nodes in UE by directed edges with weight
w′(s, ue) = 1

2

∑
d∈E,d6=e s(e, d) − c, and each node in UV is connected to t by

a directed edge with weight λ. The construction of G′ for a given G is clearly
polynomial. An example of the construction of G′ is shown in Figure 2.

We now solve the (s, t)-min-cut problem on the graph G′ = (U ′, E′, w′),
parameterized with c and λ. Let ({s}∪U∗, {t}∪U∗) be the minimum cut in G′,
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and let C∗(c, λ) be its value. The next proposition establishes the connection
between the optimal values of min-cut on G′ and the q problem on G, and
describes how the solution edge set for the q problem can be derived from the
solution cut set of min-cut.

Proposition 3. The value of the (s, t)-min-cut in the graph G′ = (U ′, E′, w′)
for given parameters c and λ corresponds to the optimum value for the q problem
with the same values of c and λ. The solution edge set X∗ for q problem on G can
be reconstructed from the minimum-cut set {s}∪U∗ ⊆ U ′ in G′ as X∗ = U∗∩UE.

To summarize, in the previous sections we have established the following:

Proposition 4. An instance of dss-inv for a given parameter λ can be solved
by mapping it to Problem fp and applying the FP-algo. Problem q in the iterative
step of FP-algo can be solved by mapping it to the parametric min-cut problem,
as shown in Proposition 3.

Let us evaluate the time and space complexity of the proposed solution. In
FP-algo we iteratively search for optimal values in the q problem by solving min-
cut problems. In each iteration, only the source link capacities are updated
as ck changes, and, as mentioned before, sequence (ck) grows monotonically.
This setting can be handled efficiently in the parametric min-cut framework,
which incrementally updates the solution from the previous iteration. The state-
of-the-art algorithm for parametric min-cut [17] requires O(mn log n + kn)
time and O(m) space for a graph with n nodes, m edges, and k updates of edge
capacities (iterations in FP-algo). Recall that the number of iterations is bounded
by O(|E|), and thus, solving dss-inv for a fixed λ requires O(|E|3 log |E|) time
and O(|E|2) space.

3.3 λ-Exploration

Having discussed how to solve the dss-inv problem for a fixed λ, we now in-
troduce a framework to efficiently enumerate the solutions for all possible values
of λ. The goal is to identify the ranges of values of λ that yield identical solutions
and exclude them from the search.

First, we show the monotonicity of the optimal solution value of dss-inv,
the optimal subgraph similarity and density values with respect to λ.

Proposition 5. The optimal solution value of dss-inv is a monotonically
non-increasing function of λ. The density of the optimal edge set is a monot-
onically non-decreasing function of λ. The subgraph edge similarity of the optimal
edge set is a monotonically non-increasing function of λ.

From the definition of optimality and Proposition 5, it follows that:

Corollary 1. Given two solutions X1 and X2 to dss-inv for λ1 and λ2 with
λ1 < λ2, either (i) S(X1) = S(X2) and D(X1) = D(X2) or (ii) S(X1) > S(X2)
and D(X1) < D(X2).
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The monotonicity of the optimal values of the objective functions and Corol-
lary 1 will guide our exploration of the λ ranges.

Note that the shown monotonic properties are not strict and it is indeed
easy to construct an example input graph, where different values of λ lead to
solutions to dss-inv with the same values of subgraph edge similarity and
density. To avoid a redundant search, we would like to solve dss-inv for all the
values of λ that lead to distinct combinations of density and similarity values.
Such redundant values of λ can be pruned by observing that when two values
λ1 and λ2 give solutions with the same values S1 = S2 and D1 = D2, then
all λ ∈ [λ1, λ2] must also lead to the same optimal density and subgraph edge
similarity, and thus the interval [λ1, λ2] can be discarded from further search.
This result follows from the monotonicity of the optimal values of density and
similarity (Proposition 5).

The proposed approach to search for different values of λ is a breadth-first
iterative algorithm. At the beginning, the set of distinct solutions P is empty, and
λ` = λmin and λu = λmax. The algorithm maintains a queue of candidate search
intervals T , which is initially empty. To avoid clutter, we denote the solution
values of subgraph edge similarity and density (S,D) for a given λ as t(λ).

Algorithm λ-exploration:

1. Compute set X∗(λ`) and add it to P.
2. Compute set X∗(λu).
3. If t(λu) 6= t(λ`), then push (λ`, λu, t(λ`), t(λu)) to the queue T and add
X∗(λu) to P.

4. While Q is not empty:
(a) Pop (λ`, λu, t(λ`), t(λu)) from T .
(b) Set λm = (λ` + λu)/2 and compute X∗(λm).
(c) If t(λm) 6= t(λ`), then push (λ`, λm, t(λ`), t(λm)) to T .
(d) If t(λm) 6= t(λu), then push (λm, λu, t(λm), t(λu)) to T .
(e) If t(λm) 6= t(λ`) and t(λm) 6= t(λu), add X∗(λm) to P.

To bound the number of calls of λ-search, we need to lower bound the dif-
ference between two consecutive values of λ that lead to two different solutions.
This lower bound is given in the next proposition, together with upper and lower
bounds for λ values.

Proposition 6. To obtain all the distinct solutions in the λ-exploration algo-
rithm, a lower bound for a value of λ is λmin = smin/2|E|, an upper bound
is λmax = smax|E|2/2, and a lower bound for the difference between two val-
ues of λ leading to solutions with distinct density and subgraph edge similar-
ity values is δλ = smin/2|E|. Here smin = min{e1,e2}∈X2 s(e1, e2) and smax =
max{e1,e2}∈X2 s(e1, e2).

Given the bounds in Proposition 6, an upper bound on the number of differ-
ent values of λ that we need to try is Iλ = (λmax− λmin)/δλ ≤ |E|3 smax

smin
, where

smax and smin are the largest and the smallest non-zero values of edge similar-
ity between two edges in the input graph. Thus, for a complete exploration of
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all the possible λ values leading to different values of subgraph edge similarity
and density of the solution graph, we need O(|E|3) iterations. This estimate is
pessimistic and assumes no subranges of λ are pruned during the exploration.
As we will see later, on practice the exploration typically requires around |E|
number of iterations.

4 Related Work

In this paper we consider the problem of finding subgraphs that maximize both
a density measure and a similarity measure. The problem of finding dense struc-
tures in graphs has been extensively studied in the literature, as it finds ap-
plications in many domains such as community detection [10, 13], event detec-
tion [1], and fraud detection [18]. Existing works have addressed the task of
finding the best solution that satisfies the given constraints, such as, the densest
subgraph [16, 18], the densest subgraph of k vertices [4], the densest subgraph
in a dual network [25], or the best α-quasi-clique [23]. Other works have aimed
at retrieving a set of good solutions, such as top-k densest subgraphs in a graph
collection [24], k diverse subgraphs with maximum total aggregate density [2], or
k-cores with maximum number of common attributes [14]. However, these works
optimize a single measure, i.e., the density, thus ignoring other properties of the
graph, or find a solution that depends on an input query.

There are a few works focusing on edge similarity. The closest to our work,
Boden et al. [5], considers edge-labeled multilayer graph and looks for vertex sets
that are densely connected by edges with similar labels in a subset of the graph
layers. They set a pairwise edge similarity threshold for a layer and look for 0.5
quasi-cliques, which persist for at least 2 layers. In contrast, our approach does
not require any preset parameters and offers a comprehensive exploration of the
space of dense and similar subgraphs.

Motivated by applications in fraud detection, Shin et al. [18] propose a greedy
algorithm that detects the k densest blocks in a tensor with N attributes, with
guarantees on the approximation. The framework outputs k blocks by greedy
iterative search. Yikun et al. [26] propose a novel model and a measure for dense
fraudulent blocks detection. The measure is tailored for the fraud detection in
multi-dimensional entity data, such as online product reviews, but could be pos-
sibly adapted to capture other types of node and edge similarities. They propose
an efficient algorithm, which outputs several graph with some approximation
guarantees. In contrast to the approaches above, our work offers exploration of
exact solutions with different trade-offs.

Multi-objective optimization for interesting graph structures search was stud-
ied in the context of frequent pattern mining [6, 21] and graph partitioning [3].
However, most of the frequent pattern works do not consider the density as
an objective function, but depend on the notion of frequency in the graph and
cannot be extended to our case. Carranza et al. [6], instead, define a conduc-
tance measure in terms of an input pattern and then recursively cut the graph
into partitions with minimum conductance. The result, however, depends on the
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input. Graph partitioning approaches optimize quality functions based on mod-
ularity and node/edge attributes, but focus on a complete partition of the input
graph [11,20] and do not guarantee to the quality of each individual partition.

5 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate the proposed method using real-world multiplex networks from
the CoMuNe lab database5 and the BioGRID datasets6. An implementation of
our method is publicly available7. In the following, we refer to our approach
as DenSim. For the parametric min-cut problem, we use Hochbaum’s algo-
rithm [17] and its open-source C implementation [8]. The experiments are con-
ducted on a Xeon Gold 6148 2.40 GHz machine.

Datasets. We use the following real-world datasets: CS-Aarhus is a multiplex so-
cial network consisting of five kinds of online and offline relationships (Facebook,
leisure, work, co-authorship, and lunch) between the employees of the Computer
Science department at Aarhus University. EU-Air is a multilayer network com-
posed by 37 layers, each one corresponding to a different airline operating in
Europe. Neuronal C.e. is the C. elegans connectome multiplex that consists of
layers corresponding to different synaptic junctions: electric, chemical monadic,
and polyadic. Genetic C.e. and Genetic A.th. are multiplex networks of genetic
interactions for C. elegans and Arabidopsis thaliana. Table 1 summarizes the
main characteristics of the datasets.

All datasets are multilayer networks GM = (V,E, `) with a labeling function
` : E → 2L, where L is the set of all possible labels. We omit edge directionality
if it is present in the dataset. The edge similarity function is defined as the
Jaccard coefficient of the labellings: s(e1, e2) = |`(e1) ∩ `(e2)|/|`(e1) ∪ `(e2)|. If
the pairwise edge similarity is 0 for a pair of edges, we do not materialize the
corresponding edge in the min-cut problem graph.

We note that, while the datasets are not large in terms of number of nodes
and edges, the number of edges co-appearing in at least one layer is significant.
Furthermore, the subgraphs edge similarity is high.

Baselines. We compare DenSim with two baselines, BLDen and BLSim.
Algorithm BLDen optimizes the density directly, but takes into account edge-

similarity indirectly. It outputs the set of edges of the densest weighted subgraph
in the complete graph GD = (V,ED, w

D), which has the same nodes as the input
multiplex network GM . The edge-weighting function wD has two components,
i.e., wD = (wD1 , w

D
2 ). The weight wD1 (u, v) captures the graph topology, i.e.,

wD1 (u, v) = 1 if (u, v) ∈ E for some layer and 0 otherwise. The weight wD2 (u, v)
captures the similarity of node activity across layers: we first define the node
labels as the set of all layers where a node appears in some edge `(u) = ∪u∈e`(e),
and then define wD2 (u, v) to be the Jaccard index between the sets `(u) and `(v).

5 https://comunelab.fbk.eu/data.php
6 https://thebiogrid.org
7 https://github.com/polinapolina/dense-subgraphs-with-similar-edges
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Table 1. Network characteristics. |V |: number of vertices; |E|: the number of edges;
L: the number of layers; |E|avg : number of edges per layer; |Emult |: number of edges in
the multiplex (same edges on different layers are counted as distinct); |Emeta |: number
of unordered edge pairs co-appeared at least in one layer; D: density of the network;
Davg : average density across the layers; S: similarity of the network’s edge set S(E);
`avg : average participation of an edge to a layer.

Dataset |V | |E| L |E|avg |Emult | |Emeta | D Davg S `avg

CS-Aarhus 61 353 5 124.00 620 39565 5.78 2.60 57.44 1.75
EU-Air 417 2953 37 96.97 3588 360082 7.08 1.56 94.64 1.21
Neuronal C.e. 279 2290 3 1036.0 5863 1762756 8.20 3.86 534.70 1.35
Genetic C.e. 3879 7908 6 1338.66 8182 17249444 2.03 1.23 2141.88 1.01
Genetic A.th. 6980 16713 7 2499.57 18655 91782863 2.39 1.18 5156.65 1.04

The final weight of an edge is a weighted sum wD(u, v) = wD1 (u, v) + γwD2 (u, v),
where γ regulates the importance of the components. By tuning γ we can obtain
a trade-off between topological density and subgraph edge similarity.

Algorithm BLSim is the counterpart of BLDen, which optimizes the edge-
similarity directly, but accounts for density indirectly. BLSim finds the dens-
est weighted subgraph of the complete graph GS = (E,ES , w

S) with wS =
(wS1 , w

S
2 ). Here weight wS1 (e1, e2) is the edge similarity in the multiplex net-

work GM , i.e., w1(e1, e2) = s(e1, e2) and wS2 (e1, e2) represents the topological
information, i.e., wS2 (e1, e2) = 1 if e1 and e2 have a common node in the orig-
inal graph, and 0 otherwise. Again, the final edge weight is a weighted sum
wS(e1, e2) = wS1 (e1, e2)+γwS2 (e1, e2). When γ = 0, finding the densest weighted
subgraph is equivalent to finding the set of edges in the original graph with
the largest similarity. We tune γ to obtain a trade-off between subgraph edge
similarity and topological density.

As with DenSim, we do not materialize 0-weight edges in the baselines. Both
baselines search for the densest subgraph. Similarly to DenSim, we use the para-
metric min-cut framework [15].

Experimental Results. Figure 3 shows the different characteristics of solutions
discovered in the datasets during λ-exploration. We observe that the baselines
are extremely sensitive to the values of γ: it is hard to find a set of γ values that
lead to distinct solutions. Moreover, the range and granularity of γ depend on
the datasets, and it is up to the end-user to decide their values. To provide a
somewhat unified comparison, we allow γ to range from 0 to 10 with step 0.1.

The first column in Figure 3 shows the values of density and subgraph edge
similarity of the solutions found. The solutions discovered by DenSim cover the
space of possible values of similarity and density rather uniformly, providing a
range of trade-offs. The solutions discovered by the baselines are mostly grouped
around the same values and often dominated by solutions of DenSim. Note that
the baselines successfully find the points with the largest density or similarity. By
design, these solutions correspond to values of γ = 0, and they also correspond
to the solutions of DenSim for λ = λmin and λ = λmax .
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Fig. 3. Experimental results for our method DenSim, and the baselines BLDen and
BLSim on real-world datasets. Each row represents one dataset. The first column shows
the values of subgraph edge similarity and density of the discovered solutions. Column
1 also show the values of solutions, discovered by the baselines. Columns 2 and 3 show
D and S as a function of λ. Column 4 shows how the number of discovered unique
optimal solutions grows with the number of iterations in λ-exploration.

Columns 2 and 3 show optimal density D and subgraph edge similarity S
as functions of λ. As expected, larger values of λ correspond to solutions with
larger density and smaller similarity. The range of λ that gives unique optimal
solutions is dataset-dependent and not uniform. However, due to the monotonic-
ity property we can search for these values efficiently, in contrast to the näıve
search for the baselines. The last column of Figure 3 shows the efficiency of
λ-exploration. All unique solutions are found after 200 to 1000 iterations.

In Table 2 we report the number of the unique optimal solutions and running
times. The total running time varies from seconds to hours. We should highlight,
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Table 2. Number of subgraphs and running time characteristics. |P|: number of dis-
covered optimal solutions; t(s): total time (seconds) for the search; Iλ: number of tested
values of λ; tλ(s): average time to test one value of λ; IMC : average number of min-
cut problems solved for one λ (i.e., average number of iterations in FP-algo).

Dataset |P| t(s) Iλ tλ(s) IMC

CS-Aarhus 15 2.26 465 0.003 2.89
EU-Air 74 314 2770 0.069 6.00
Neuronal C.e. 72 1015 3064 0.244 4.60
Genetic C.e. 59 10159 2561 3.075 4.72
Genetic A.th. 112 43200 1794 20.540 5.68
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Fig. 4. Running time in seconds to calculate 10 first solutions. The input graph is a
Gn,m random graph with n = 1000 nodes, m edges, the probability that a pair of edges
has a non-zero similarity is set to 0.001.

however, that finding a solution for a single value of λ takes on average 20 seconds
for the largest dataset. Thus, if the search progresses fast (as shown in the last
row of Figure 3) and a sufficient number of optimal solutions have been found, we
can terminate the search. As we discussed before, we implement λ-exploration as
a BFS, so that at any point we have a diverse set of λ tested. It is worth noting
that FP-algo converges in about 5 iterations on average, and thus the min-cut
algorithm is not run many times.

Scalability. In order to test the scalability of DenSim we generate a number of
random graphs with n = 1000 nodes and varying m number of edges. We draw
the graphs from a random graph model Gn,m. The similarities between the edges
are random values from (0, 1], and the probability that a pair of edges has a non-
zero similarity is set to 0.001. We run DenSim until it found 10 solutions, and
the running time is reported in Figure 4. It took 6 minutes to find 10 solutions
for the largest graph with 100000 edges.

Case Study. We run DenSim on the CS-Aarhus dataset. We pick three of the
solutions discovered: one for λmin , one for λmax , and one for the median value
λmed . Recall that λmin gives a solution with maximum subgraph edge similarity,
while density is ignored; while λmax gives a solution with maximum density.
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Fig. 5. Some solutions output by DenSim for CS-Aarhus dataset. Each column corre-
sponds to a solution with the smallest (left), largest (right), and median (center) value
of λ. Each row corresponds to a layer in the dataset. The nodes and edges, included
into the solution are shown with the bright colors, the rest of the nodes and edges on
each layer are drawn transparently.
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ignoring edge similarity. Any other λmed should provide some balance between
these extremes. The solutions are visualized in Figure 5.

The graph maximizing the subgraph similarity (λmin) includes all the edges
from the layers of “work” and “lunch.” Since the dataset contains relationships
between the employees of the same university department, it is intuitive that
these two layers define the edge set with the largest subgraph edge similarity.
All network nodes are included in this solution, as all these people share similar
interactions at work and lunch. Facebook and leisure interactions, not overlap-
ping with “work” and “lunch”, are excluded, as they are localized in their layers.
The resulting graph contains 61 nodes and 289 edges, while the subgraph edge
similarity is 59.43 and the density is 4.73.

The graph maximizing the density (λmax ) includes the edges of the densest
subgraph from the “work” layer, and reinforces it by adding edges from other
layers. The graph contains 45 nodes and 281 edges, and it is the smallest of the
three. The subgraph edge similarity is 44.83 and the density is 6.24.

The trade-off graph (λmed) selects 325 edges, more than the other two, while
it has 53 nodes. Its subgraph similarity is 52.64 and its density 6.13. The graph
resembles the one for λmax , but adds interactions that decrease the density while
increasing the subgraph similarity.

6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we study a novel graph-mining problem, where the goal is to find
a set of edges that maximize the density of the edge-induced subgraph and
the subgraph edge similarity. We reformulate the problem as a non-standard
Lagrangian relaxation and develop a novel efficient algorithm to solve the relax-
ation based on parametric minimum-cut [15, 17]. We provide an efficient search
strategy through the values of Lagrangian multipliers. The approach is evaluated
on real-world datasets and compared against intuitive baselines.
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